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KING’S CLIFFE NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN STEERING GROUP 
 

Minutes of the Meeting of Wednesday 18th November 2015 
Village Hall Parlour 

 
Present:  Jeanne Atkinson (JA) 

Chris Leuchars (CL) 
Felicity Thistlethwaite (FT) 
Mark Ayres (MA) 
Katy Weeks (KW) 
Clive Ibotson (CI) 
 

Apologies: Rob Meadows 
 
1. Minutes of Meeting of 21st October 
These were approved 
 
2. Matters Arising (Action Points from minutes) 

 MA/DG had checked for alternative website with Russell Brown & had concluded that 
Wordpress was not suitable for our needs 

 CL had sent page content for website which is now up in draft form 
 Stages of Project Plan now on draft website 
 Village Hall Teas have agreed to provide refreshments for Launch event 
 Soup kitchen van has not yet been notified as this is just for information & not a 

booking 
 Publicity poster and Gazette entry have been prepared 
 King’s Cliffe Heritage have kindly agreed to do slideshow 
 Georgie Atkinson has been contacted over children’s activities at Launch 

 
 
3. Website Update 
MA has constructed a draft website which has been seen by SG. Very positive comments 
and feedback from all present. It was agreed that CL would deal with any comments sent to 
the site. The website would go public on 1st December. 
 

*Action: - ‘Links’ section to be added to allow visitors to see other NP sites. CL to  
      send some links to MA (MA/CL) 

   - Introductory text needed for homepage and Launch (CL) 
   - CL to send past and future agendas to MA for inclusion on ‘Meetings’  
     page (CL/MA) 

                
 
4. Launch Event 
11.00am to 1.30pm, Sunday 13th December. 
 
Advertising Leaflet 
This was approved, and it was agreed to deliver them to houses the week previous to the 
launch. 

*Action: - CL to correct typos (CL) 
  - CL to get quotes for printing from ENC and Inkwell, & get 700 printed (CL) 
  - MA will see if some copies can be distributed at Transition Fair (MA/FT) 
  - CL to put together plan for delivery (CL) 
  - CI offered to deliver to all of Oak Lane (CI) 
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Advertising Posters 
It was agreed that these would follow same design as fliers, and would go on noticeboards 
and lampposts. 

*Action: - CL to ask Parish Clerk to put them on PC noticeboards (CL) 
  - SG to put them in house windows (All) 
  - KW to display them in Wansford & KC surgeries, and Underground (KW) 

 
Advertising Launch 

*Action: - FT to have notice read out in church (FT) 
  - Church Friday coffee morning (FT?) 
  - KW to do repeat posts on Cliffe Social Facebook site (KW) 
  - CL to try and get it on Instagram (CL) 
  - JA may be able to tour streets with loudhailer! (JA) 
  - Village Teas may be able to provide A-board outside shop (CL to ask) (CL) 

 
Competitions 
FT had done a roofline photographic quiz to encourage people to notice things in the 
village. This was very well received. We agreed that this should be reduced to 2 sides of A4 
for economy of printing. The quiz would be put on the website, and would be available at the 
Launch to take away, or to do there. 

 
*Action: FT to send quiz to CL and JA who would each print 50 copies (FT/CL/JA) 

 
MA suggested a Favourite Views photographic competition, in which people could email 
pictures of their favourite views within the parish to the website. This would help identify the 
views that most people wanted to keep. At the Launch MA would provide his photos of 
favourite views to stimulate interest. Visitors could also mark their favourite views on a map. 
There would be a time limit until 5th January for both competitions. 
 

*Action: - CL to ask ENC for large-scale maps of the parish (CL) 
   - KW to source (edible) prizes for both competitions (KW) 
 

Children’s Activities 
KW agreed to coordinate all of these. A logo competition was also proposed 
 
Individual Tasks 
The room set-up (see attached) was proposed, discussed and approved. There was a 
problem with lack of display boards, but there were a small number of hanging boards in the 
VH which we could use. If not we would put the information on tables. 
It was agreed that members of the SG would assign themselves to 1 or 2 tables, and would 
be responsible for what went on them: 

- CL to do NP Introduction and RNOT/SHLAA (and collect email addresses) 
- JA to do Housing and former Middle School site 
- MA to do Retail/Business and Outlying Areas 
- FT to do the Competitions  

That leaves Vision, Amenities, Leisure/Recreation, Traffic/Transport, and Other Ideas.  
 

*Action: - CL will ask others in the SG whether they can take on these tables. (CL) 
  - CL to ask VH Teas if they wouldn’t mind serving teas in polystyrene cups  
    as there would be no sitting area. (CL) 
  - KW to source post-its and pens (KW) 
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5. Follow-up to Launch 
The next scheduled SG meeting is Wednesday 16th December at VH Underground, when 
we would be discussing the questionnaire. It is hoped that members who were manning 
tables at the Launch would be able to feedback on oral and written comments made by 
visitors at this meeting. 
 
6. AOB 
It was agreed to have an ‘extraordinary’ meeting on Friday 4th December, 6.30pm, at 30 
West Street to see how prepared we were for the Launch. Could members bring materials 
they intend to display on their tables. 
It was also agreed to transfer future meetings to Underground. 


